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Kristine Ferry
Head, Access and Operations

Kim Bishop
Administrative Assistant

Gerry Lopez
Head, Interlibrary Loan

Lai Saechao
Science Library Circulation On-Site Coordinator

John Bareford
Langson Library Circulation On-Site Coordinator

Jose de Jesus Perez
Manager, Multimedia Resources Center

Sherry Agustin
Library Assistant

Megan Khosravi
ILL/DDS Assistant

Maria Tamjidi
Library Assistant

Virginia Wakim
DDS/Lending Coordinator

Sherry Hallam
Borrowing Coordinator

Kevin Lee
Library Assistant

Melissa Torres
Library Assistant

Linda Weinberger
Electronic Projects Coordinator

Bruce Brodnax
Reserves Coordinator

Quynh Dieu
Library Assistant

Joshua Gladieux
Weekend Supervisor

Suzy Jung
Library Assistant

Elizabeth Hernandez
Check-Out Desk Evening Supervisor

Sara Hrachovy
Stacks Manager

Vanessa Mancino
Library Assistant

Carlton Yee
Library Assistant

Anastacia Fernando
Library Assistant

Melissa Garcia
Library Assistant

Sean Plotin
Library Assistant

Shahrooz Malekzadeh
Check-Out Desk Night Supervisor

Christopher Torrey
Stacks Manager

Suzy Jung
Library Assistant

Vanessa Mancino
Library Assistant

Carlton Yee
Library Assistant
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